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Survey Summary

Survey is the first step in community outreach and engagement 
for the Comprehensive Plan update

Conducted in January 2022

Well over 600 responses from across Ellsworth and surrounding 
community

Responses will help inform Town Hall meetings and other 
engagement as well as goals and priorities for the Comp Plan



Survey results were compared between 
those who live in the Village limits and 
those who live outside the Village and 
were very similar in terms of responses 
to other questions. It is an indication 
that despite many respondents living 
outside of the Village, their views are in 
line with Village residents.



Age



How long have 
you lived in or 
near Ellsworth?



Do you plan to 
move away from 
Ellsworth?





Do you own a 
business in 
town?



If yes, how 
long?



Where do you 
work?



Do you own or 
rent your home?



What types of 
housing are 
needed?

There is strong support for housing 
development of all types in Ellsworth. 
Very few respondents want to stop 
new housing. Somewhat surprising to 
see such high numbers for rental and 
townhomes, especially.



How strongly do 
these influence 
your decision to 
live in Ellsworth?



Rate each aspect 
of quality of life 
that you 
experience

Interesting results that people were 
largely positive, but not a lot of 
Excellent marks for any of the 
categories, people are generally okay 
with things but see room for 
improvement



Rate your 
satisfaction

Fairly high rates of no opinion about various issues, 
a sign people aren’t thinking about them, which 
can be taken as a good sign to some degree



If you said 
Very or 
Extremely 
Dissatisfied



If you said 
Very or 
Extremely 
Satisfied



Do you generally stay in 
Ellsworth or go elsewhere 

when you?

This may not have been a great question because a lot of 
people go elsewhere for a special event to make it more 
special rather than places they may go all the time…



Within the next 5 – 10 years, 
the Village should focus its 

resources on:

Sidewalks and pedestrian access were a recurring theme in 
the survey, identified as a key issue and challenge. Again, 
strong support for housing options and availability along 
with supporting local businesses and improving quality of 
life overall. Connects to earlier results that showed people 
were generally fine with things, but did not see things as 
excellent.



Do you or someone in your household have a 
library card?

How frequently do you visit the library?:



What keeps 
you from using 
the library?



Do you or 
anyone in your 
household 
volunteer?



How do you 
volunteer?



Barriers to 
Volunteering?



Best things 
about 
Ellsworth



Additional 
changes?



Common 
complaints?


